
GAME DESCRIPTION

Join Olivia and her brave team of bounty hunters and explore the ancient Temple of the Sun in search of the Sun Stone - 

the mysterious relic of the bygone era. It is said that one who manages to find at least five golden tokens simultaneously 

in a single spin will then have an opportunity to spin the great Sun Stone and bask in its light and riches! The sun stone 

will then provide a glimpse into the future of what fate awaits you! Is it an enormous multiplier destined to increase 

your already substantial gains? Is it a free spins journey through the marvelous unknown? Or perhaps you will be 

deemed worthy by the ancient powers and awaken the inner disc, guaranteeing to receive one of the four jackpots?! The 

possibilities are truly endless. However, should you be of a cunning mind, you might not have to stalk the halls of the 

great temple at all. Why do it yourself if you can simply trade with other bounty hunters and acquire the desired coins 

through the Buy Bonus feature! It is entirely up to you how many coins you wish to present to the great Sun Stone, and 

how much attention you wish from the ancient forces residing in it. 

The ancient temple of the sun awaits you! Join the expedition in the Platipus` newest game - Piedra del Sol, and show 

your worth on the expedition through ancient Aztec lands!

THEME: ADVENTURES, AZTEC, MYSTERY

TECHNOLOGY: HTML5

RESOLUTION: 1280x720

DEVICES: Mobile, desktop

PLAYER DEMOGRAPHIC: ALL

PLAYER SKILL LEVEL: ALL

REELS: 5

LINES: 50

MINIMUM TOTAL BET: 0.50

SYMBOLS: 13

SCATTER SYMBOL: YES

BONUS SYMBOL: YES

BONUS WHEEL FEATURE: YES

FREE SPINS: YES

MULTIPLIERS: YES

JACKPOTS: YES

BUY BONUS FEATURE: YES

GAME ID: 559

LAUNCH ID: piedradelsol

DEFAULT RTP: 95,00%

RTP MAIN GAME: 47,34%

RTP FEATURES: 47,66%

HIT FREQUENCY IN MAIN GAME: 30,52% (1:3 spins)

START FREQUENCY OF ANY FEATURE: 1,41% (1:71 spins)

RTP BUY BONUS FEATURE: up to 94,95%

VOLATILITY: Medium/High

CURRENCIES: 100+

AVAILABLE LANGUAGES: EN, DA, RU, ES, IT, ZH-CN, DE, TR, JA, TH, ID, VI, SV, PT, FR, ZH-

TW, KO, RO



up to 94,95%

BONUS WHEEL FEATURE
Simultaneously hitting 5 and more Bonus symbols anywhere on reels triggers Bonus Wheel 
feature.
Bonus Wheel feature enables Bonus Wheel that consists of an outward Bonus Wheel, inward 
Bonus Wheel and Grand Jackpot slot in the middle. 
The first wheel consists of different sectors that contain Multiplier, Free Spins and arrows.
Hitting an Arrow will trigger an inward Bonus Wheel. 
Inward Bonus Wheel contains sectors with three different types of Jackpots and arrows.
Hitting an arrow twice in a row will award the player with Grand Jackpot.
The Multipliers that can be triggered with Bonus Wheel feature range from 3 to 500 depending 
on the amount of Bonus symbols that were hit to trigger the Bonus Wheel feature.
The Amount of Free Spins that can be won with Bonus Wheel feature range from 8 to 20 
depending on number of Bonus symbols that were hit to trigger the Bonus Wheel feature.


